THE OCTALAND
Designed And Built By KINGTONE

The Octaland has been designed from the ground up to produce the
strongest and most playable high octave tones.

OCTALAND INSTRUCTIONS

DRIVE CONTROL

The OCTALAND features a wide drive control, this allows you to go from an
almost clean tone to a full-on fuzz/overdriven solo tone
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The Octaland features a wide drive control, allowing you to go from almost clean to
full on lead tones and everything in between. Unlike other octave pedals
the Octaland retains the high octave even at high drive settings.

VOLUME CONTROL

The OCTALAND high output volume control allows you to easily overdrive
even the most stubbon tube amp
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Use the volume control to boost solos or overdrive your tube amp. As with any octave or fuzz
pedal, you’ll get the best results with a slightly overdriven amp or running the pedal into
an overdrive or distortion pedal. The Octaland has a high output volume which can
be used to push your amp into overdrive or just lift your volume for lead breaks.

OCTALAND INSTRUCTIONS

VOICE CONTROL

The VOICE control is an advanced two way tone control
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Moving the VOICE control clockwise accentuates the high octave and thickens the tone.
Rotating the VOICE control counter clockwise, softens and warms the tone.

BLEND CONTROL
The BLEND control allows you to mix between the
Octave tone and a clean or fuzz tone
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Rotating the BLEND control fully counter clockwise gives you a clean tone with no high octave.
With the DRIVE control high, the clean setting becomes a fuzz.
With the BLEND control fully clockwise you only hear the high octave tone;
this setting produces the strongest upper octave tones.
Setting the BLEND control anywhere in between will give you a varying mix of clean and octave.

OCTALAND SETTINGS

BAND OF GYPSYS

SRV STYLE

COB STYLE

FUZZ PLUS OCTAVE

CLEAN PLUS OCTAVE

Warm Octave

OCTALAND SETTINGS

FUZZ ONLY

CLEAN TRANSPARENT

Add Subtle Octave

CLAPTON STYLE

CLEAN OCTAVE

PRONOUNCED Octave

